When the satellite steam plant was
built, it was given a blue tile dome
to match the domes of Kerckhoff
and North Mudd . In March, a new
blue dome suddenly sprouted
behind the gate (top). Under this
tarp, the Cosmic Background Imag-

Random Walk

er (see E8S, 1996, No.4) is taking shape (right). (That's Steve Pad in , chief
scientist for the Cosmic Background Imager, on the ladder.) The framework
(above) will support 13 one-meter radio telescopes. Assembly and testing
will continue through August or so, after which it will be dismantled and
rebu ilt at its permanent home in northern Chile, where it will search for the seeds of the very first galaxies. "We'll
actually make some observations right here while we're doing the final testing," says Anthony Readhead, professor of
astronomy. "The first-year graduate students are very excited about that."

EARTHQUAKES CAN

GENERATE E NOUGH

HEAT TO

Humans have probably
known si nce the days of
loinclmhs and clubs thac che
ground somecimes shakes
from earchquakes. But only
recently has it become clear
that at least some earthquakes
can also turn up che heat.
In the February 6 issue of
Science, Hiroo Kanamori, the
Smits Professot of Geophysics; Tom H eaton , professor of
engineering seismology; and
Don Anderson, the McMillan
Professor of Geophysics (see
page 39) reported that a
powerful 1994 earthquake in
Bolivia let loose heac ac a race
of 35 billion megawatts
during the 40 seconds when
the rocks slipped about 400
miles under che surface. The
earthquake released about as
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MELT PLATES

much heat as is generated by
the entire United States in
two months.
The 8.3 Bolivian earthquake not only sent our some
tru ly prodigious seism ic
waves, but it also generated
enough heat in the reg ion of
th e plates to at least partially
melt them and let them slide
together more easily. The
1994 earthquake was the
largest deep earthq uake ever
detected. It was felt as far
away as Canada, but caused
little or no property da mage
even at the epicenter because
of its depth.
The thermal energy generated by the earthquake is
especially imeresting because
it allowed the plates to turn
molten, says Kanamori, the

lead auchor of t he paper.
And if the p lates were
moleen, t hey could slide
together more easi ly.
"There are 10[s of implications," he says, "but mainly it
allows us to understand better
the basic physics of earthquakes- and more pointedly
to bereer understand the
mechanics of the slipping
of the surfaces themselves, "
The res ults also help to
answer a basic question that
has been around fo r many
decades, adds H eaton. "There
are some fundame ntal mysteri es of how an earthquake
can occur at such depths in
the first place," he says . "At a
depth of 400 miles, you have
eruly gigantic pressures that
ought to pack the plates (0 -

WIRED!

gethet so tighcl y that th ey
juSt wouldn 't be able co slide.
The Bolivian earthqu ake
happened at a depth where
the pressure is equival ent to
aboue 200,000 aemospheees.
But this frictional melting
mig ht have allowed th e plates
to slide more easily."
A good analogy is an ice
skater, Heacon says. While
the friction between a steel
skate blade and frozen ice
would normall y be rath er
hig h, the fricti onal energ y of
the heavy skater allows a thin
film of water co greatl y reduce the resistance bet ween
skate and ice. Therefore, at
the depth of the Bolivian
earthquake, th e plates were
solid before the shaki ng began , even though they were
quite hot. The fricti onal
energy of the earthquake then
raised the temperature in the
vicinity of t he plate surfaces
from their orig inal amb ie nt
temperature of about 1,200
to 1,800 deg rees Celsius to a
point far above the melting
point of th e olivine materials.
Kanamoti says that it's
impossible to tell ptecisely
how hot things got at the
fri ctional points of the plates
without knowing ptecisely
how much material was
available for ehe 35 billion
megawatts of energy to
diffuse throug h. If there was
a comparatively small amount
of material, he says, the plate
surfaces could have qui ckly
ceached 50,000 degrees
Celsius, wh ic h is much hotter
than the surface of the sun.
Regardless of the temperature, thoug h, there was more

Caltech students have often been noted for their wired
appearance (panially due to th e massive caffeine intake).
But now, Caitcch itself is being acknowledged for its dig ital
appeal. In their May 1998 iss ue, Yahool Internet Magazinewith more rhan 400,000 read ers nationwide-named
Caltech the seventh mos t wired school in the counery. Morc
than 400 sc hools were surveyed, and Yahoo's resul ts showed
that half of all students at Caltcch have computers, 75
percent have home pages on university Web space, and 50
percent of classes use the N et to post study aids and other
materials. Students can also sig n up for high-bandw idth
cable modem access co the N et, which means faster and
more direce access to campus network reso urces. D - RP

than enough energy to turn
the plate surfaces molten , he
says.
The scierreists reached their
conclusions by computing
the minimum strain energy
change in the materials and
th en subtracting out the
amount of seism ic energy
detected as g rou nd shaki ng
by surface senso rs. Thus,
most of the energy that could
not be accounted for in t he
seismi c waves could onl y have
been converted to heat
energy.
"Th is was a very good
earthquake for computing
the minimum strain energy
change in this type of p roblem," H eaton says. "Jf you
know the size of the slip in
the earthq uake, and you
know how stiff t he rocks are,
th en yo u can estimate the
minimum energy necessary ro
put that much slip ioro that
stiff a rock. "
As for praceical implications for those living in
earthquake country, there
may be no clear ones at present, H ea ron aod Kanam ori
say. In the case of Southern
California, rhere are no deep
earthquakes at all. Such
earthquakes t ypically occur at
subduceion zones where old
ocean floor is being returned
ioto Earth's interior, such as

in the plates of South aod
Cerreral Ameri ca, Alaska and
the Aleutians, the South
Pacific, and Japan .
But the results nonetheless
underscore a nagging question that has existed for some
time, H earon says. Based on
the am ount of energy available and the press ures involved, there should be a
bit of melting in most earthquakes, even th e· shallow ones
of the San And reas fault. But

fault zones exposed to the
surface by erosion show little
or no melting.
"Since people don 't see
much melt, there is probably
so me ocher low-fri ction
influence at work," H eaton
says. "But we'd like ro unde rstand why this is so, and
these results could help us
better understand the physics
of how even Earth's shallow
insides move around ." [J
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SURF's

OFFSPRING
MAKE WAVES OF THEIR OWN

They cried and tried, but couldn't find a water-rel ated
acronym for Cal tech's newly named Office of Student-Faculty
Prog rams, formerl y the SURF office, which handles Caltech 's
popular SURF (Summee Underg raduaee Reseaech Fellowship)
program, in addition to other student-focused research prog rams. SURF has come a long way since its inception in the
summer of 1979, when ehe ficsc baech of SURFers eoealed only
18 . Today, on the eve of its 20th anniversary, SURF is stron ger
than ever, enrolling more than 200 scudents each summer. In
fact, the majority of Cal tech underg raduates apply for at least
one SURF at some point in their four years at the Institute,
drawn by the opportunity to perform independent research
under the guidance of a faculty, postdoc, or g raduate-student
mentor in their field. And, as a testament to its success, SURF
has spawned a number of related programs, the most recent of
which are Fcosh SURF and JPLUS.
Frosh SURF, as its name implies, offers the chance for students
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to participate in the SURF
program in the summer
before they are macriculared..
T he program is offered as an
incenti ve co rhe mos r academica lly tal ented students
acimicced co CaJcech, in addition co the rrad itional merir
scholarship. This summer
will be Frosh SURF's first
offering. On the other hanJ,
the JPLUS Qet Propulsion
Laboracory U ndergraduate
Scholars) program provides
opportunities to the top
student at each of the 25
community colleges closest
ro JPL and Calrech. JPLUS
offers a $500 merit scholarship for each of a student 's
firs t twO yea rs at the community college, and the scudencs
are also encouraged to apply
for a regular SURF at Caltech
or ) PL during the summer.
The JPLUS program was
founded in May 1997 by
JPL's Office of Educa rional
Affairs, with funds provided
by Cal tech. The funds were
parr of a NASA bonus rhar
the Institute received as a
reward for its stellar administrarion of JPL. Fred Shairmanager of Educational
Affairs ar JPL and one of the
original architects of SURFteamed up with Richard
Alvidrez (also of JPL's Educational Affairs Office) to come
up with the idea for JPLUS.
"Many very good students
start their education in the
comrnunjty colleges," says
Alvidrez, "and this program
will recognize t hem." At the
first annual award banq uet to
honor the 25 awardees (18 of
whom were underrepresented
minorities), everyone of the
participati ng college presidents attended the banq ueL
JPLUS is dedicated ro rhe
memory of Roberr B. Leighton, a renowned physicist and
astronomer at Cal tech who
began his undergraduate
career at Los Angeles City
College before transferring co
the Institute, where he earned
his BS in e1eccrical engineering, as well as his MS and
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PhD in p hysics. Leighron's
many contribut ions co science
include designing and building equipment for imag ing
t he planets in t he p re-spaceexploration era, serving as
team leader at ]PL in the
mid-'60s for the Mariner 4,
6, and 7 missions co Mars,
serving as chair of Calcech's
D ivision of Physics, Mathematics and Astronomy, and
editing the famous Feynman
Lecture.r in Physics.
Other programs that the
Office of Student-Faculry
Programs coordinates include
rhe MURF (Minori ry Undergraduate Research Fellowship) program , which brings
mi nority students who are
not attending Caltech CO the
campus for the summer; and
TIDE (Teaching and Interdisciplinary Education), which
provides an opportunity for
studenes who wane co work
on ed ucation-focused (rather
than research) projects. D
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Faithful readers of the Weekly World News will be disappointed by t he
phot ograph of the mile-wide " face" on Cydonia taken by JPL's Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) in April. The Viking I orbiter t ook the a bove left picture on
July 25, 1976. The speckles peppering the image a re missing data bits; a
fortuit ous few became the nostril, dimpled chin , and helmet visor, while
shadows form ed the other features. The MGS image (above right), tak;en
with the sun at a different angle (and with 10 to 20 times better resolution), shows no monument to anci ent astronauts-although, with some
imagination , the rock formation looks vaguely like the mask of Gree k
tragedy. The graphic below shows the MGS mapping swath.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Right: This swath through Coprates
Chasma. one of the main canyons
that make up the central portion

of the 6,OOO-kilometer-long Valles
MGS is seeing a lot of other strange and wonderful things, however.

Marineris system, captures details

Above, left: This view of the south polar region shows a grid like system

as small as six meters-the length

of intersecting ridges, spaced at intervals of a few miles- a giant alien

of a full-sized station wagon. The

ice-cube tray, perhaps?

gray-scale MGS image has been

Above, right: This photo of Nanedi Vallis resolves features as small as 12

combined with a Viking orbiter

meters-the length of a boxcar. The terraced walls and the 200-meter-

color view of the same area.

wide channel on the canyon noor, best visible near the top of the frame,
may indicate the canyon was cut by running water.
Below: like waves in an estuary, dunes lap against rocky outcrops on the
floor of Hebes Chasma.

Multiple rock layers, varying from
a few meters to a few tens of
meters thick, are visible in the
steep slopes near the top and
bottom of the frame.
Below: In this close-up, you can see
where a graben- a depression
caused by subsidence between two
faults- has offset the strata
(arrow) .
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OLfACTORY WORKER

"This is a high-school
science project," a passerby
noted to Nathan Lewis,
Cal tech professor of chemistry, when examining the experimental procedures for
Lewis's electronic nose. [See

E&S, No.3, 1996] Well,
Mark McGrath, a high-school
junior in Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina, has made
good on that assertion.
McGrath , a devoted inventor (and, as it so happens, the

grand-nephew afRobert M.

Mike McGrath shows that Nate

lewis (as he appeared in E&S, No.

3, 1996) isn't the only human with
two noses.

McCurdy, who was the assistant city manager of Pasadena, and president of rhe
Rose Parade), read an article
about Lewis 's electronic nose
project in Ties Magazine, and
contacted Calrcch for more
information. Using the E&S
article as one of his references,
McGrath set to work on
making the nose for his high
school science fair.
Like Lewis's nose, McGrath's
project consists of a number
of sensors"each made up of a
different type of conducting
plastic. Each sensor is exposed to a certain odorproducing agent , while an
electrical current is passed
through the sensor. By
measuring the patrern of
resistance for each sensor and
odor, the nose can assign a
chemical "fingerprint" to the

keep pets ventilated while in
a closed vehicle, and Scram
Away, a warning device that
puts out vibrations and unpleasant sounds to keep pets
and small children away from
glass windows (an invention
which, incidentally, won
fOllrth place and a $500
savings bond in the Duracell
Competition for high school
students), McGrath has
attracted national attention.
In addition to the numerous awards he's received ,
McGrath has also appeared on
a number of television shows,
including an appearance on
The Tonight Show and a running clip on the Discovery

Channel. The producers of

The Oprah Winfrey Show even
featured him in a show on
child prodigies.
Perhaps his most prodigious accomplishment is the
fact that McGrath has been
successful in spite of having a
learning disability. "Mark
recognizes his strengths and
weaknesses, but he doesn 't
allow either one to define
him," says Hank Noble, his
friend and former principal.
Mark doesn't have time to
bask in his glories, however.
He's too busy sniffing out
ideas for new inventions and
working toward getting his
pilot's license. D-RP

SHAKING
THE

Up

SYSTEM

smell.
McGrarh 's nose is also
smelling the firsr whiffs
of victory. At press rime,
McGrath's electronic nose had
already taken first pJace at
both McGrath's high school
science fair and the regional
science fair, and was on its
way to the International
Science Fair in Fort Worth,

Texas, May 10-16.
McGrath is no stranger to
fame. Through such inventions as the K-9 Cooler, a
solar-powered pet carrier to
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Unlike James Bond, southland residents are used to having
their beverages (and everything else around them) shaken and
stirred, when the buildings they are in respond to the massive
force of an earthquake. But thanks to the extensive digital
earthquake-monitoring system that the USGS (United States
Geological Survey) recently installed in Caitech's nine-story
Millikan Library, researchers from Caltech, USGS, and elsewhere
will now have a first-rate testbed to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of what happens to reinforced -concrete buildings
during earthquakes. The new 36-channel system-which
provides detailed information about [he building's movements
in real time-replaces a IO-channel system that recorded strong
earthquake shaking on film, which then had to be developed
before it could be analyzed. n -RP

It may be hard for most of us to
tell, but these images show
evidence of the most energetic
event yet observed in the
universe-a phenomenon that
generated several hundred times
more energy than a supernova and
for a second or two was as luminous as all the rest of the universe.
A gamma-ray burst, named
GRB 971214, that had been discovered in December left a faint
visible-light afterglow (arrow, farleft image), which was found by a
team of astronomers from Columbia and Dartmouth Universities.
When the afterglow faded about
PROPOSED

RADIOACTIVE

DUMP SITE

MAY BE

SEISMICALLY ACTIVE

two months later, a Cal tech team
(under astronomy professors
Shrinivas Kulkarni and George

Recent geodeti c measurements using Global Positioning System (G PS) satellites
show that the Yucca Mouncain area in southern Nevada
is straining roughly 10 to
100 times faster than expecced on the basis of the
geologic history of the area.
And fo r the moment at least,
geologists are at a loss to
explain the anom aly.
In the March 28 issue of
rhe journal Science, Caltech
Professor of Geology Brian
Wernicke and colleagues at
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge, Massachusetts, reporced on Global Positioning
System surveys they conducted from 1991 to 1997.
Those surveys show that the
Yucca Moumain area is
scretching apart at abom
onc m iJlimeter per year eastsOllthea..<.;tward .

"The q uestion is, why are
the predicted geological rates
of stre tching so much lower
than what we ate measuri ng ?"
asks Wernicke. "That's
somet hing we need to think

throug h and understand."
The answer is likely to be of
interest to quite a few people,
because Yucca Mountain has
been proposed as a site fo r t he
permanent disposal of highlevel radioactive waste. Experts believe that rhe wasredisposal site can accommodate a certai n amount of seismic activity, but they nonetheless wou ld like fo r any si te
to have a certai n amou nt of
stabili ty over the next 10,000
to 100,000 yeats.
Yucca Mountain was alread y known to have both
seismi c and volcanic activity,
Wernicke says. An example
of the for mer is the 5.4magni tude "Little Skull
Mountain" earthquake that
occurted in 1992. And an
example of the latter is t he
80,000-yeat-old volcano to
the south of the mountain.
The volcano is inactive, but
still must be studied according to D epartment of Energy
regulati ons.
The problem t he new study
poses is that the strain is
building up in the crust at

a rate about one-fourth that
of the most rapidly straining
areas of Earth's cruSt, such as
near the San Andreas fault,
Wernicke says. But there
could be ot her factors at
work.
"There are three poss ibi lit ies that we outline in the
paper as to why the satellite
data doesn't agree wirh t he
average predicced by che
geological record," he says.
"Eicher the average is wrong,
or we are wrong, or chere's
some kind of pulse of activity
going on and we just happened to take our data during
t he pulse." The latter scenario, Wernicke believes,
could rum out to be che case.
Bue if Yucca Mountain is
really as seismically act ive as
the current data indicare at
face value, the likelihood of
magmaric and tectoni c events
co uld be 10 times hig her
than once believed. U- RT
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Djorgovski) at the IO-meter W. M.
Keck II Telescope in Hawaii discovered a very faint galaxy in its
place (right image, above). They
measured the distance to this
galaxy as 12 billion light-years and,
fyom this distance and the
observed brightness of the burst,
calculated the amount of energy
released-an amount that
"staggers the imagination" and
that most theoretical models
cannot explain, according to
Kulkarni.
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